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Why?
- Practicing new modes of documentary
- Inspiring to watch effective documentaries 
- Motivating and dramatic 
- Videos that create change 



Research 



History of Documentaries
- Nanook of the North (1922)

- Robert Flaherty 
- First documentary 
- About eskimo people  

- Dziga Vertov (filming real events)
- A Man with a Moving Camera 

- Kino Pravda (only use editing, fly on the wall technique)
- Created by Dzigo Verto 

- 1930s (filmmaking for propaganda, communism) 
- 1950s (homemade documentaries, everyday life)
- Free Cinema (lump films together and sold to National Film Theater) 
- Cinema Verite (portable equipment, privileged moments) 
- Direct Cinema (film real life a raw way)

- Similar to Cinema Verite (US Version) 



Modes of Documentary 
Documentary: nonfiction, document an aspect of reality for the purpose of 
instruction, entertainment, education, or creating a historical record 

- Poetic 
- Focus on mood and tone 

- Expository
- comprehension based, expresses opinion or idea 

- Participatory 
- Subjects participate with interviewer 

- Observational
- Subjects go uninterrupted, observing the truth 

- Reflexive 
- Shows the filmmaking process 

- Performance 
- Emphasizes personal involvement, bias 



Infographic
 



Poetic Documentaries 
- Explores themes and passions
- Lacks conventional editing 
- Mix of Avant-Garde and modernism 
- Actors become objects 
- Stresses mode and tone 
- Create meaning 



Temujin Doran
- Inspiring poetic documentary creator
- Makes you think 
- Calm voice 
- Shares a significant story
- Urgency 
- Mimic his style   
- “Sum” 



Production



Production Process 
- Research 
- Watching other documentaries
- Brainstorming ideas 
- Writing script 
- Recording script 
- Shooting 
- Music 
- Editing 



 
 



Showing Mastery
My poetic documentary highlights climate change in a creative and interpretive way. 
The voice throughout the film is from the perspective of the earth and it stresses that 
change needs to happen fast.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3w0t1O2gC8  



Thank You
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